Name _____________________________ The Emperor’s Egg 1
five trip

windiest

plays

lives

job female four Antarctica male

1. Antarctica is the coldest, ______________ place on Earth.
2. The winters in the ______________ are really terrible.
3. It is hard to think that anything actually ______________ there.
4. The ______________ Emperor penguin is the biggest in the world.
5. His important ______________ is to take care of his eggs.
6. Did he lay the egg himself? Yes

No

7. The male Emperor penguins are about ______________ feet tall.
Circle the Verbs

Write the word that has the same vowel
sound as the first one.

1. We danced for rain.

1. couple _______________ oar

2. My brother hunted food.

2. hatch _______________ eye

3. A few girls played house.

3. purse_______________ apple

4. A tiny, brave, dog sat.

4. port________________ play

5. We learned to cook.

5. prove_______________ stick

6. The children behaved.

6. breathe____________ supper

7. A playground was built.

7. diaper______________ first

8. The penguins fled.

8. baby_______________

9. The teacher taught.

9. trip________________ spoon

leaf
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tummy shuffle Waddled nothing snuggle feet trundles two eating egg
1. The mother penguin turned around and ______________ off to the
sea.
2. She spends most of the winter ______________ as much as she
can.
3. The father penguin has to keep the ______________ off the ice
and out of the wind.
4. He will rest the egg on his ______________ right under his
______________.
5. For ______________ months the father has ______________ to
eat.
6. When it gets really cold, they ______________ up together and
______________ over the ice.
7. The huddle ______________ along very, very slowly.
Rewrite the word and add est

Make Compound Words

funniest

1. funny ___________________ 1. up_______________

book

2. wet

___________________ 2. yard_____________

chair

3. silly

___________________ 3. year______________ drops

4. fine

___________________ 4. arm______________

5. cute

___________________ 5. sun_______________ skin

glasses

6. hard ___________________ 6. rain______________

stairs

7. dirty ___________________ 7. home_____________

stick

8. easy ___________________ 8. buck______________ watch
9. big

___________________

9. wrist_____________ work
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sick
hatch
two
chip
warm
pouch
meal whistles
trumpet
special
feed
1. One day the father hears a __________, and it take a day
or so for the chick to ______________.
2. The father has to keep him __________, and __________ him.
3. He feeds the chick a milk-like food from a __________in his throat.
4. He can make enough milky stuff to feed him for about __________
weeks.
5. The mother and father start to __________ to say “hello” and the
chick __________.
6. Every penguin has its own __________ call.
7. The mother penguin is __________ right into the chick’s mouth.
8. The father sets off for a well-earned __________.
Match Synonyms - Same

Verbs:

1. roared ___________ extra

1. went

2.puckered___________ dribbled 2. do
3.whirled ___________ sped
4.slurped ___________ wrinkled
5.spare

___________ bag

6.bounced ___________ spun
7.hatch ___________

relax

Now or

Past

___________
___________

3. cleaned ___________
4. have

___________

5. saw

___________

6. had

___________
___________

8.sack

___________ birth

7. eat

9.rest

___________ sipped

8. shook ___________

